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Editor’s note

Welcome to this month’s edition of the
SBS Newspaper.

This month is videogame heavy as
October, November and December
are known as the videogame months
due to all the new games that come
out for Christmas.

In addition, this month is HALLOWEEN
and in honour of this terrifying day,
we have a delicious spooky recipe for
you to try at home.

Finally, we keep you up to date on
our amazing new teachers and the
changes that are happening in the
school.

From the whole SBS Newspaper team
we hope you enjoy this month’s issue
and have a SPOOKY HALLOWEEN!

Mr. Jason



President Trump tested positive for
the coronavirus, throwing the state
of the 2020 presidential campaign
and potentially much more in
Washington into question.
Joe Biden has tested negative for
corona.

TRUMP GETS COVID-19



North Korea has unveiled a
new ballistic missile whose
“colossal” size has
surprised even seasoned
analyst of the country’s
arsenal. The newest missile
is yet to be tested but next
to its predecessors the
estimated affected area
could reach around 15000km.

Hundreds of whales are
stranded on a sandbank
in Australia. A rescue
mission is underway but it
is not clear how many of
the whales might already
be dead, local authorities
said on Monday. It was
later confirmed that most
of the whales survived.

Across the World



THE RECEIPE ROAST

SPIDER COOKIES

• 70g butter, softened 
• 50g peanut butter 
• 150g golden caster sugar 
• 1 medium egg 
• 1 tsp vanilla extract 
• 180g plain flour 
• ½ tsp bicarbonate of soda 
• 20 peanut butter cups, 

Rolos or Maltesers 
• 100g milk chocolate, 

chopped 
• icing eyes, or make your 

own,

1. Preheat oven to 180C/160C fan/gas
2. Line two baking sheets with 

parchment paper. 
3. Using an electric/hand whisk, 

cream the butter, peanut butter 
and sugar together until very 
light and fluffy

4. Then beat in the egg and vanilla.
5. Once combined, stir in the flour, 

bicarbonate and ¼ tsp salt.
6. Scoop 18-20 tbsps of the mixture 

onto the trays, leaving enough 
space between each to allow for 
spreading.

7. Make a thumbprint in the centre 
of the cookies. 

8. Bake for 10-12 mins or until firm 
on the edges but still soft in the 
middle – they’ll harden a little as 
they cool.

9. Leave to cool on the tray for a 
few mins before topping each 
biscuit with a peanut butter cup, 
Rolo or Malteser.

10. Transfer to a wire rack to cool 
completely.

11. Heat the chocolate in the 
microwave in short bursts, or in a 
bowl set over a pan of simmering 
water, until it becomes liquid.

12. Scrape into a piping bag and 
leave to cool a little.

13. Then, pipe the legs onto each 
spider, then stick two eyes on 
each.

14. Leave to set. Will keep for up to 
three days in an airtight 
container.

INGRIDIENTS

INSTRUCTIONS



It's October 31st in Salem, 
Massachusetts, and a town's 

eccentric, devoted community 
volunteer and the good-natured 

object of his fellow citizen's 
derision and meanest pranks, 
finds himself in the midst of a 

real investigation, for a real 
murderer.

A comedy suspense for the whole family

HUBIE HALLOWEEN

Enola becomes an isolated 
girl in her own right, 
outwitting her famous 
brother as she unravels a 
conspiracy that threatens to 
set back the course of 
history.

A family friendly suspense and mystery show!

ENOLA HOLMES

PICTURE FOR YOUR POPCORN

MOVIE OF THE MONTH

WE RECOMMEND…



Azira restaurant, located in sunny Altea,
has a beautiful modern setting and
incredible animal paintings. The restaurant
also did not dissapoint on location as the
view from the restaurant was perfect
because ,you could see the sea and the
water splashing
on the rocks .

The food was amazing and worth every
euro. The place was also very clean from
top to bottom. In addition, the service from
the staff was perfect they were very
helpful understanding and served with a
Smile they made sure you had enough
drinks and food .

AZIRA

I would highly recommend this place if your looking for a nice meal out
for a birthday or celebration as the food won’t let you down and the
service will make the day special.

REVIEWED.



The brew Rock is an Irish pub located in
Albir on the beachfront. The setting is
phenomenal completed with a full beach
view ,The Irish pub serves homemade
food, which is amazing, and the waiters
and waitresses are very friendly people.

The brew rock has live music and
entertainment which is very good
accompanied with a great meal. This
place is great and highly recommended
for families and friends

BREW ROCK

The food is always served hot and tastes so good and never fails to
impress, This place is great to go on a Friday or Saturday night with the
best entertainment, best food and a very clean and spotless environment.

REVIEWED.



Assassins creed Valhalla releases 
on November 17th. it’s coming with 
brand new story lines and quests! 

Assassins creed Valhalla is a
adventure game which you take 
control of and become a Viking. 
Lots of people including my self 

are super excited for the release 

ASSASSINS CREED 
VALHALLA

Crash bandicoot 4 releases 
on the 2nd of October. This 
game is a very interesting 
and fun single player game. 
The players are super 
happy on how the game is 
rendering and performing 
so far.

CRASH 
BANDICOOT 4

WE ARE EXCITED FOR…



Dirt 5 is a racing car 
game and will be 

releasing on the 16th of 
October. This game is 

very unique and fun to 
play. I’d definitely 

recommend this and am 
sure it will be amazing.

DIRT 5

Cyberpunk is set to release this 
month with its brand new
game! It’s a open world single 
player game set in night city. 
You control the character like 
it’s you with customization like 
glamour and body 
optimizations. I’d definitely 
recommend it 

CYBERPUNK
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SCHOOL LIFE…

This school year, music has arrived! We
have been learning how to play notes
and chords on the UKELELE. It has been
amazing and really interesting. We have
to put all of our attention and effort into
it. Everyone is anxious to learn and
experience more moments playing the
ukelele and learning how to play many
many songs. Most importantly to enjoy
and have fun with this special
opportunity!!



A brand new game has popularised among the new generation, an indie game about
deceiving your friends and learning how to lie on the spot, I will give you basic knowledge on
the game to show you how to play, together with many other things to fully understand the
game and improve your playing.

The Backstory
The story of among us started with a peaceful species that lived on a small world with no
contact with any other species. One day they were invaded by a war alien species. Since the
among us people didn’t know how to fight, the survivors fled to space to hope for a fresh start
In gameplay, the impostors are the war aliens that disguised themselves along the innocents,
hoping to end their species for good.
Among us is based on a murder mystery, it has two important roles : Crewmate and Impostor.
The 2 roles have very different gameplay and mechanics but when it comes down to the core
it’s murder mystery, The innocents try to expose the impostors to win, and the impostors have
to kill everyone until they are equal numbered to the remaining crew (1:1) (2:2) (3:3).

The Crewmates
This is the role of the ‘innocent’ players, and
thus, the role can have up to 9 players. The
job of the Crewmate is to complete all the
tasks and find out who the impostors are.
Depending on the number of impostors, the
crew can be more or less careless and pay
less attention.

Crewmate strategies
Strategies the crew can use against the
impostors are quite a few: staying in groups
and using the cameras are the basic ones.
Advanced ones tend to use admin, vitals or
the buddy system (people in pairs of 2) The
highest level look at movement and where
the character is facing.

The job of the Impostors is to kill all
Crewmates until they are equal numbers
with them. The impostors have more tools to
use like their unique Sabotage. Sabotage is
a tool impostors can use to shut doors, or
create an emergency task that the crew has
to go fix, although the impostors themselves
can also fix them to look better and not be
voted off.

Impostor strategies
The Impostors also have strategies they can
use against the crew. They can use the vents,
an impostor only extra way of traversing
the map, though if they’re seen it is an
instant loss as it is clear you are the
impostor now and there is a kill cooldown
after every kill and it doesn’t recharge when
you’re in the vents. For higher level, check
admin and if asked, state you were in a
room that is empty so no one can reject your
alibi.

OUR TAKE ON…



THE MAPS
Each map is unique in shape, size and their features, there are 3 maps at the moment with
more maps announced and upcoming later this year or next year probably with new tasks
and vents

THE SKELD
The first map of the game or the ‘main’ map is named The Skeld. It is a sort of spaceship and
the first map ever made in the game’s programming. For
the crew, the tasks are spread all around and it has a
camera room with 4 cameras spread around the ship
For the impostors the vents are connected in different
patterns, but you can’t go around the whole map. Here is
the vent pattern map. There are also 4 visual tasks,
which are tasks everyone can see to confirm their innocence
Crewmate tricks: On this map, the crew has a massive
advantage, with 4 visual tasks to prove yourself and up to
3 players being able to have each task, stick in groups and try to keep confirmed people alive,
and check rooms with often ply used vents quite a lot. Use the camera and check, if a person
enters a room and never leaves but appear somewhere else they are an impostor
Impostor tricks: For the impostors, make sure your positioning is correct when exiting rooms,
kill the camera maniac every time. Fake tasks making sire they aren’t visual tasks, and do the
common task when many people are at it so they don’t sus you out If possible don’t vent in
front of cameras, and check if they’re on by the light being off or beeping red.

MIRA HQ
This is the second map, it requires a higher level to the first map as
a Crewmate and Impostor. For the crew there is only 1
visual task in this map, for the impostors they have to be careful
of the smaller map and the sensors of the connected hallways,
There is an advantage, all vents are connected to go anywhere
Crewmate tricks: On this map, check if vents open in the darkness,
there are 3 sensors in the upside down Y hallway, check communications, if 2 people are
together and 1 never moves, he’s either dead or killed the other guy and vented. Stay with
people who are confirmed innocent and make sure they stay alive.
Impostor tricks: For the impostors, make sure you can separate people and pick them off one
by one, the vents Are all connected on this map, use them to your advantage. If you go to the
laboratory on the top left, you can sabotage the lights and vent to the room, kill the first
person and leave back through the vents.

POLUS

this is the final and hardest map of the game, especially for
impostors. This map contains the vitals, a screen where you can see
if anyone has died but not where, though with admin next door it
is pretty easy to identify where it died, as it shows as a person
standing still in a room for a long time, and the vents are also
weird but have no visual cue, and here is the map

Crewmate strategies: Use the camera room to look around the map for any clues. Use vitals
and admin to see when and where someone dies, then hit the button and ask people where
they were before you say where the body was.
Impostor tricks: On this map, there is a specific vent that can save your life many times, on the
top right you can kill someone and vent to the top left, far from the crime. Then find and stay
with people to get a valid alibi. Sabotage lights and go with many people, then when you’re
all on the panel, kill and hide back in the stack, no one will ever know.



GET TO KNOW US

MRS. ALBA

MISS MARIA JOSÉ 

MISS VICTORIA

-What was your favourite thing about nursery? 
The kids, they’re so small and sweet.

-What is your favourite thing about primary?
You have more varieties to do different activities.

-What do you miss most about nursery? 
The children.

-Do you have any plans in the future to teach in secondary? 
I would love to because teaching is my passion.

-What subject do you like teaching the most, in primary? Why?
Music, because it is a big part of my life.

-What does your job mainly consist of?
Pre-nursery Spanish teacher for infants and the Covid head in school.

-What is the best way to sanitise?
Wash your hands properly 15mins outside, inside of the hand and 
thumb, apply gel with 70% alcohol.

-Is it difficult for you to manage so many things at a time?
No! If you put your best efforts across you can manage anything.

-What are the latest updates for covid 19?
In the world EACH HPUR 2400 are dying, so protect yourself.

-When do you think this pandemic will end?
Hopefully soon, if we follow the rules. But it will take one complete 
year .

-How has your experience been to date, teaching primary in SBS?
I have loved every minute at SBS. The school is so lovely and everyone has been so 
welcoming, including the enthusiastic staff, friendly parents and all of the amazing pupils. 
Especially in my year 1 class!

-What is your favourite colour? 
My favourite colour is white, although it is not technically a colour! 

-Which is your favourite food? 
I have many favourite foods but my favourite is probably Asian food, including Chinese, 
Indian and Japanese. 

-What is your least favourite subject?
Definitely do not have a least favourite subject, especially when it comes to teaching. 
However, when I was in school I didn’t enjoy learning languages as much. However, here I 
am now really enjoying learning and speaking Spanish.

-I have noticed your long voluminous hair, what are the secrets to maintain such a beauty?
I really do not do much to my hair at all! Just good old luck!



QUIZNATION

Q1. How many languages and dialects 
are spoken by people all over the world?

A:6000          B:1000          C:4000      D:9000     

Q3. What name do humans have nowadays?
A:Homo Habilis B:Homo Havilis
C:Homo Sapiens         D:Homo Erectus

Q2. How many wives did Henry the 8th 
have?

A:6          B:2          C:10      D:8

Q4. When did the world war 1 take place?

A:1914          B:1918          C:1907     D:1899

Q1. What does “Comme tu
t’apelles?”

A: What is the name?
B: What is his name?
C: What is your name?

Q2. What does “ponme de 
terre” mean?

A: Apple
B: Pear

C: Potato

1. Would you ... look/look after/ look up... my dog for me this 
weekend ? 

2. My neighbour... ran/ran out of/ ran into ...eggs yesterday 
3. John ... broke/broke down/broke off ...his leg at the baseball 

game. 
4. Our boss... put/put off/put down ...our meeting until next week . 
5. Could you ... turn/turn off/turn around ...the music while I’m on 

the phone ?

Find the gramar mistake in each sentence and solve it.

Miss Kanchan’s maths French Frenzy

Rapid Round

Grammar Grill

+ +

+ +

+ +

+ + x

= 30

= 14

=  8

= ?



RAPID 
ROUND
Q1. D
Q2. A
Q3. C
Q4. A

Miss Kanchan Maths
Answer: 11

FRENCH 
FRENZY
Q1. C
Q2. C

GRAMMAR GRILL

1. Look after
2. Ran out of
3. Broke 
4. Put of
5. Turn of

MR. JASON

MARÍA CORTÉS ASIER LUCÍA RODENAS SHARMILA 
BOHOR

SHREYA 
KHATWANI

WILLIAM
CHAMBERS

CARLA KOWALSKI ANU BUDHWANISTAR REGEN

NEWSPAPER TEAM


